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SYNOPSIS 
Staff intends to initiate an amendment to the Sign Ordinance to extend the sign compliance deadline from 
May 4, 2012 to May 4, 2014. 
 
STRATEGIC PLAN ALIGNMENT 
The goals for 2011-2018 include Strong and Diverse Local Economy and Exceptional Municipal 
Organization. 
 
FISCAL IMPACT  
Extending the compliance deadline would reduce Village expenses related to sign ordinance efforts. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
Staff recommends approval of a two-year extension to the amortization period, which would require an 
amendment to Section 28.1512g of the Zoning Ordinance. The Zoning Ordinance amendment requires 
Plan Commission action in advance of Council adoption. It is anticipated to come before Council on in 
February 2012. 
 
BACKGROUND 
The Village Council approved a comprehensive amendment to the sign ordinance in May 2005. The 
ordinance contains a provision in Section 28.1512g that requires all signs come into compliance with all 
regulations no later than May 4, 2012, thereby creating a seven year amortization period. The seven year 
amortization period was established based on the life expectancy of a typical business sign and was 
intended to provide ample time for property owners to bring any non-conforming signs into compliance 
with the regulations.  

The sign ordinance regulations combined with other Village programs have achieved a high level of 
compliance. There are approximately 2,250 signs in the Village. Based on a review of sign permits and 
visual inspections staff estimates that nearly 67% of these signs comply with the regulations, leaving 
about 750 which must still come into compliance. About 20% of these are non-compliant wall signs 
located on properties with non-compliant stand-alone signs; therefore, the number of affected properties 
may approximate 600. Signage in the downtown is currently near full compliance. Signage along Ogden 
Avenue is at about 40%. Other commercial areas fall somewhere in between. 

When the compliance deadline was established, the Village did not forsee the poor economic conditions 
that began in 2008 and are still affecting the Village and businesses today. Many businesses currently do 
not have the resources to bring non-compliant signs into compliance. Further, the Village has limited 
resources to dedicate to compliance deadline enforcement efforts. 

Staff recommends a two-year extension of the amortization period to May 4, 2014. Extending the 
compliance deadline would: 
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 Recognize current and recent economic conditions 

 Allow for additional signs to come into compliance voluntarily 

 Allow for more use of the OASIS program along the corridor with greatest non-compliance 

 Reduce the work load and costs for the Village 

 Promote the “facilitate not regulate” approach 

Based on the rate at which compliance has been achieved within the past few years, staff expects that 
approximately 200 signs per year will come into compliance. The number of non-compliant signs is 
projected to decline to approximately 350 by May 2014. 

Other communities have faced recently this same challenge and increased their amortization period 
deadlines. Schaumburg extended their period by three years, from a seven-year amortization to a ten-year 
period. St. Charles extended their deadline twice, with explicit recognition of the impacts of the economic 
downturn — from a four-year amortization to five, then to seven years moving the compliance date from 
2010 to 2013. Staff has found three other communities currently in the process of extending the 
compliance deadline.  

If the compliance deadline is extended, staff will inform the owners of non-compliant signs of the May 
2014 deadline and will continue to facilitate voluntary compliance prior to the deadline. 


